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4. The Skills and Stunts of Spaceward, Ho! 
Nothing says it quite like the original Fate Core book, so here it is, verbatim: 

A skill is a word that describes a broad family of competency at something—such as Athletics, [Melee 
Combat], or Deceive—which your character might have gained through innate talent, training, or years 
of trial and error. Skills are the basis for everything your character actually does in the game that 
involves challenge and chance (and dice). 

Skills are rated on the adjective ladder. The higher the rating, the better your character is at the skill. 
Taken together, your list of skills gives you a picture of that character’s potential for action at a glance—
what you’re best at, what you’re okay at, and what you’re not so good at. 

We define skills in two ways in Fate—in terms of the game actions that you can do with them, and 
the context in which you can use them. There are only a handful of basic game actions, but the number 
of potential contexts is infinite. 

The four basic actions are as follows: Attack, Defend, Create an Advantage, and Overcome; they are 
covered in great detail elsewhere in this guide, but every Skill in the game can be used to perform one 
or more of these actions. Which Skill you choose depends on the context for your character’s actions: 
using Ranged Combat to bypass a tricky lock might work on a very poorly made lock, but usually, you’ll 
want to break out the Burglary Skill there. 

A Stunt is defined in Fate Core as “a special trait that changes the way a Skill works for you. Stunts 
indicate some special, privileged way a character uses a Skill that is unique to whoever has that Stunt, 
which is a pretty common trope in a lot of settings—special or elite training, exceptional talents, the 
mark of destiny, genetic alteration, innate coolness, and a myriad of other reasons all explain why some 
people get more out of their Skills than others do.” 

Since most characters in Spaceward, Ho! will start with 5 or more Stunts, this represents the capacity to 
do lots of cool, special, unique things!  

Example Stunts are listed below each Skill entry in this chapter; rules for making your own show up at 
the end of the chapter. Feel to use as many or as few example Stunts as you’d like, but always check 
with the GM when designing your own to make sure they’re in line with the setting and power level. 

Skills and the Stunts that Empower Them! 
Each player character in Spaceward, Ho! will generally have 10 Skills at the start of the game, at varying 
levels of competency (Humans will have just one more), and might add a few more as time goes on. 
However, as there are 22 Skills in the game, no one character will be the most adept at everything; 
rather, characters in the party will need to work as a team, combining their skills, in order to overcome 
the full array of challenges that face inhabitants of the Orion Sector in Spaceward, Ho! 

In this chapter, you’ll find a breakdown of the “flavor” of each Skill to help you get a feel for when it 
might be used in-game and when it might be appropriate to use another Skill. Example Stunts are 
included with each Skill listing for a similar purpose, though they are hardly a comprehensive list of all 
the awesome stunts a Spaceward, Ho! character might have to their name. 

On the next page, you’ll also find a handy chart of all 22 character skills in the game along with which 
Actions players can take using those Skills. Sometimes, this might be modified by Stunts or even player 
choices (as in the case with Psionics). 
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Skill Name 
Attack 
(A) 

Defend 
(D) 

Create an 
Advantage 

(C) 

Overcome 
(O) 

Special Notes 

Academics   ✓ ✓ 
 

Athletics  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Burglary   ✓ ✓ 
 

Contacts  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Deceive  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Drive  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Empathy  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Engineering   ✓ ✓ 
 

Hacking  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Investigate   ✓ ✓ 
 

Medicine   ✓ ✓ 
 

Melee Combat ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Notice  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
 

Physique  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
May add Physical Stress 
boxes/Consequences 

Pilot  ✓ ✓ ✓  

Provoke ✓  ✓ ✓  

Psionics ✓* ✓* ✓* ✓* 
Psionic characters must 
choose three of the four 

Ranged Combat ✓  ✓ ✓  

Rapport   ✓ ✓  

Resources   ✓ ✓  

Stealth  ✓ ✓ ✓  

Will  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
May add Mental Stress 
boxes/Consequences 
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Academics 
The Academics skill is all about knowledge and education. In Spaceward, Ho!, smart characters are smart 
about a lot of things; taking ranks in Academics represents not only a broad base of knowledge about 
how the universe at large works (across a variety of disciplines like biotechnology, multi-dimensional 
engineering, and hyper-quantum mathematics) but also the know-how to track down and find new 
information, techniques, and data. An expert in Academics in a library is a frightening thing; if the Sector-
wide E-net were ever brought back online, said expert would be over the moon (so to speak)! 

A Attack: Academics generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Academics generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: Like Investigate, Academics provides a lot of very flexible 
opportunities to create advantages, provided you can research the subject in question. 
More often than not, you’ll be using Academics to get a story detail, some obscure bit 
of information that you uncover or know already, but if that information gives you an 
edge in a future scene, it might take the form of an aspect. Likewise, you can use 
Academics to create advantages based on any subject matter your character might 
have studied, which gives you to add details to the setting. 

O Overcome: You can use Academics to overcome any obstacle that requires applying 
your character’s knowledge to achieve a goal. For example, you might use Academics 
to decipher some ancient language on a derelict starship, under the presumption that 
your character might have researched it at some point. 

Frankly, you can use Academics as a go-to Skill any time you need to know if 
your character can answer a difficult question, where some tension exists in not 
knowing the answer. 

 

Academics Stunts: 

I’ve Read About That! – You’ve read hundreds—if not thousands—of books, treatises, and studies 
on a wide variety of topics. You can spend a Fate Point to use Academics in place of any other skill for 
one roll or Exchange, provided you can justify having read about the action you’re attempting. 

Seasoned Rationalist – You can use Academics to Defend against Provoke attempts, provided you 
can justify your ability to overcome your fear/anger through rational thought and reason. 

Rationalist Philosopher – Must have Seasoned Rationalist Stunt. You can use Academics to help 
someone Recover a Consequence inflicted by Mental stress, as long as you have at least 30 minutes to 
talk to them and are able to help them past the effects with calm, reasoned treatment. 

Specialist – Choose a field of specialization, such as biotechnology, multi-dimensional engineering, or 
hyper-quantum mechanics. You get a +2 to all Academics rolls relating to that field of specialization. You 
can gain this Stunt more than once, but must choose a different field to specialize in each time. 
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Athletics 
The Athletics Skill represents your character’s general level of physical fitness, whether through high-
gravity training, natural gifts, or technological means (like genetic engineering or a mechanized harness 
your character wears). It’s how good you are at moving your body. As such, it is a popular choice for 
nearly any action-y character. 

It’s important to note that Athletics is an absolutely vital defensive Skill; without it, any fight can be 
deadly in a moment’s notice. Most characters should consider this Skill. 

A Attack: Athletics generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Athletics is a catch-all Skill to roll for defense in a physical Conflict, against 
both close-quarters (Melee) and distant (Ranged) Attacks, as well as physical Attacks 
from a character using Psionics. You can also use it to Defend against characters trying 
to move past you (via an Overcome), if you’re in a position to physically interfere with 
whoever is making that attempt. 

C Create an Advantage: When you’re creating an advantage with Athletics, you’re 
jumping to high ground, running faster than the opponent can keep up with, or 
performing dazzling acrobatic maneuvers in order to confound your foes. 

O Overcome: Athletics allows you to Overcome any obstacle that requires physical 
movement—jumping, running, climbing, swimming, etc. If it resembles something you’d 
do in an ancient Human decathlon, you roll Athletics. You use Overcome Actions with 
Athletics to move between Zones in a Conflict if there’s a Situation Aspect or other 
obstacle in your way. You also roll Athletics to chase or race in any Contests or 
Challenges that rely on these types of activities. 

 

Athletics Stunts: 

Sprinter – You move two Zones for free in a Conflict without rolling, instead of one, provided there 
are no Situation Aspects restricting movement. 

Hardcore Parkour – +2 to Overcome Actions with Athletics if you are in a chase across rooftops or 
a similarly precarious environment. 

Dazing Counter – When you Succeed with Style on a Defend Action against an opponent’s Melee 
Combat roll, you automatically counter with some sort of nerve punch or stunning blow. You get to 
attach the Dazed Situation Aspect to your opponent with a free Invoke, instead of just a Boost. 

Dizzying Speed – +2 to Create an Advantage  Actions with Athletics to confuse or confound your foe 
by moving quickly, dodging adroitly, or just generally moving like a butterfly. 
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Burglary 
The Burglary Skill covers your character’s aptitude for stealing things and getting into places that are off-
limits. This includes both overcoming “mundane” locks as well as basic electronic locking mechanisms 
with a (usually) sophisticated array of futuristic tools and old-fashioned techniques. Extremely advanced 
computer systems fall out of the bounds of this Skill, leaning more toward Hacking, but an expert 
burglar might well know how to bypass those systems through a mixture of stealth, trickery, and guile. 

A Attack: Burglary generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Burglary generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: You can case a location with Burglary, to determine how 
hard it will be to break into and what kinds of security you’re dealing with ,as well as 
discover any vulnerabilities you might exploit. You can also examine the work of other 
burglars to determine how a particular heist was done, and create or discover Aspects 
related to whatever evidence they may have left behind. 

O Overcome: As stated above, Burglary allows you to overcome any obstacle related 
to theft or infiltration. Bypassing locks and traps, pick-pocketing and filching, covering 
your tracks, and other such activities all fall under the purview of this Skill. 

 

Burglary Stunts: 

Always a Way Out – +2 on Burglary rolls made to Create an Advantage whenever you’re trying to 
escape a location. 

Security Specialist – You don’t have to be present to provide active opposition to someone trying to 
overcome security measures you put in place or worked on. (Normally, your opponent would just roll 
against passive opposition for that) 

Talk the Talk – You can use Burglary in place of Contacts whenever you’re dealing specifically with 
thieves and burglars (e.g., trying to find a fence for some stolen goods). 

I Know Just the Guy – Must have Talk the Talk Stunt. +2 to Resources rolls to Overcome a large cost 
or Create an expensive Advantage, so long  as you’ve recently completed a major heist. 

You’re Never Safe – You can use Burglary to make mental Attacks and Create an Advantage Actions 
against a well-defended target by means of a carefully planned heist or break-in to shatter their 
confidence in their security apparatus. 
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Contacts 
Contacts is the Skill of knowing and making connections with people. It presumes proficiency with all 
means of networking, from simple barroom conversation to sector-spanning networks of allies and 
contacts you can call upon at a moment’s notice. It implies a long-term, if not necessarily intimately 
friendly, relationship with the people you make use of, taking advantage of a great deal of work in the  
background to create and maintain your networks. Maybe you got involved in an older organization who 
span the stars, or perhaps you just can’t help but make friends wherever you go. 

A Attack: Contacts generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Contacts can be used to defend against people creating social disadvantages 
against you, provided your information network can be brought to bear in the 
situation. You might also use it to keep someone from using Deceive or Contacts to 
go “off the grid,” or to interfere with Investigate attempts to find you. 

C Create an Advantage: Contacts allows you to know who the perfect person to talk 
to is for anything you might need, or to decide that you know the perfect person 
already. It’s likely that you’ll create story details with this Skill, represented by aspects 
(e.g., “Hey guys, my contacts tell me that Grosh Foerender is the Best Starship 
Mechanic in a Thousand Light-Years—we should talk to him. Just watch out for the 
claws.”). 

O Overcome: You use Contacts to Overcome any obstacle related to finding someone 
you need to find. Whether that’s old-fashioned “man-on-the-street” type of work, 
polling your information network, or searching archives and computer databases, 
you’re able to hunt people down or somehow get access to them. 

 

Contacts Stunts: 

Ear to the Ground – Whenever someone initiates a Conflict against you in an area where you’ve built 
a network of contacts, you use Contacts instead of Notice to determine turn order, because you got 
tipped off in time by a sly signal or passed message. 

Call for Backup – Must have Ear to the Ground Stunt. So long as the people who warned you have time 
to prepare, you can make a Contacts roll against Fair (+2) difficulty. If you succeed, you can start a 
Conflict where you’ve been tipped off by Contacts with an automatic Situation Aspect with a free 
Invocation or with two Average Nameless NPCs to back you up. 

Rumormonger – +2 to Create an Advantage when you plant vicious rumors about someone else. 

The Weight of Reputation – You can use Contacts instead of Provoke to Create Advantages based 
on fear generated by the sinister reputation you’ve cultivated for yourself and all the shady associates 
you have. You should have an appropriate Aspect to pair with this stunt (e.g., The Deadliest Assassin 
in the Orion Sector or Highly Trained Space Patrol Torturer). 
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Deceive 
Deceive is the Skill about lying to and misdirecting people, whether for your good or theirs. It’s the 
domain of the dishonest, the shady, and the politically ambitious, more often than not. Whether a small 
bluff to drive home a point or a decades-long cover-up, it’s all Deception in the end. 

A Attack: Deceive generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: You can use Deceive to throw off Investigation attempts with false 
information and to Defend against efforts made to discern your true motives or even 
Aspects with the Empathy Skill or Psionic probing. 

C Create an Advantage: Use Deceive to create momentary distractions, cover 
stories, or false impressions. You could feint in an electro-sword fight, putting an 
opponent Off-Balance and setting you up for an attack. You could do the whole, 
“What’s that over there?!” trick to give you a Head Start when you run away and 
start a Chase. You could establish a Wealthy CEO Cover Story for when you attend 
a meeting for important local government figureheads. You could also trick someone 
into revealing one of their Aspects or other useful information. 

O Overcome: Use Deceive to bluff your way past someone, or to get someone to 
believe a lie, or to get something out of someone because they believe in one of your 
lies. For nameless NPCs, this is just an Overcome roll, but for PCs or named NPCs, it 
requires a Contest, and the target opposes with Empathy. Winning this Contest could 
justify placing a Situation Aspect on your target, if buying into your lie could help you in 
a future Scene. 

Deceive is the Skill you use for determining if a disguise works, whether on 
yourself or others. You’ll need time and supplies to create the desired effect. Of 
course, being a Plodnar and impersonating a Bross is probably a little easier than a 
Vandross impersonating a Quix. . . (sounds like a good place for a Stunt!) 

You can also use Deceive to do small tricks of sleight-of-hand and 
misdirection. 

 

Deceive Stunts: 

Lies upon Lies – +2 to Create a Deceive Advantage against someone who has believed one of your 
lies already this session. 

Double-Knot Spy – Must have Lies upon Lies Stunt. If someone manages to disbelieve one of your lies 
relating to a cover story or false identity, you can roll to Deceive them again with another lie to cover 
up the discrepancies they’ve already noticed. 

Mind Games – You can use Deceive in place of Provoke to make mental Attacks, as long as you can 
make up a clever lie as part of the Attack. 

One Person, Many Faces – Whenever you meet someone new, you can spend a Fate Point to 
declare that you’ve met that person before, but under a different name and identity. Create a Situation 
Aspect to represent your cover story, and you can use Deceive in place of Rapport whenever 
interacting with that person from that point forward (unless you’re found out, of course). 
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Drive 
The Drive Skill is all about operating vehicles and things that go fast, but generally stay bound to a single 
planetary surface. Thanks to fairly standardized interfaces and (of course) player characters’ inherent 
awesomeness, this Skill applies to everything from 3500cc hyperbikes to Zeon Mk.II ultratanks! 

A Attack: Drive generally isn’t used to Attack, but if you wish to ram another vehicle 
with the one you’re driving, you will take the same Shifts of harm that you inflict. 

D Defend: Avoiding damage to a vehicle in a physical Conflict is one of the most 
common uses of Drive. You can also use it to Defend against advantages being created 
against you or Overcome Actions of someone trying to move past you in a vehicle. 

C Create an Advantage: You can use Drive to determine the best way to get 
somewhere in a vehicle, and a good enough roll might allow you to learn features of 
the route that get expressed as Aspects, or declare that you know a Convenient 
Shortcut or something similar. 

You can also just read the Athletics description, and then make it about a 
vehicle. Advantages created using Drive often revolve around getting good positioning, 
doing a fancy maneuver (Did a Barrel Roll!), or putting your opponent in a bad spot. 

O Overcome: Drive is the equivalent of Athletics when you’re in a vehicle—you use it 
to successfully accomplish movement in the face of difficult circumstances, like rough 
terrain, small amounts of clearance, or stunt driving. Obviously, Drive is also ripe for 
Contests, especially Chases and races. 

 

Drive Stunts: 

Hard to Shake – +2 to Drive whenever you’re pursuing another vehicle in a Chase. 

Pedal to the Metal – You can coax more speed out of your vehicle than seems possible. Whenever 
you’re engaged in any Contest where speed is the primary factor (such as a Chase or a race of some 
kind) and you tie with your Drive roll, it’s still considered a Success. 

Last One Out – Must have the Pedal to the Metal Stunt. If you succeed with style on an Overcome 
attempt to make it past a deadly obstacle during a Contest of speed and driving skill (like a Chase or 
race), instead of just taking a Boost, you can change the Situation Aspect you bypassed (or make a new 
one) and gain a free Invoke on it (e.g., if you Overcome a Closing Blast Door, you might use your Free 
Invoke to have it slam shut before your pursuer/the other racers can get through that way). 

Ramming Speed! – When ramming another vehicle, you ignore two Shifts of the damage that would 
normally be inflicted on you. So, if you ram and hit for four Shifts, you only take two yourself. 
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Empathy 
Empathy involves knowing and being able to spot changes in a person’s mood or bearing. It’s basically 
the emotional Notice Skill. Importantly, Empathy is also generally the best way to help someone recover 
from Mental Consequences—even intelligent machines, like Vandrosses! 

A Attack: Empathy generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: This is the Skill to go to in order to defend against Deceive Actions, allowing 
you to pierce through lies and see through to someone’s true intent. You can also use 
it to Defend against those creating social advantages against you in general. 

C Create an Advantage: You can use Empathy to read a person’s emotional state and 
get a general sense of who they are, presuming you have some kind of interpersonal 
contact with them. Most often, you’ll use this to assess the Aspects on another’s 
character’s sheet, but sometimes you’ll also be able to create new Aspects, especially 
on NPCs. If the target has some reason to be aware that you’re trying to read them, 
they can try to Defend with Deceive or Rapport. 

You can also use Empathy to discover what circumstances will allow you to 
make Mental attacks on someone, figuring out their breaking points. You can even use 
it to support the Psionics Skill to setup a particularly nasty mental blast in this way, if 
the person is discovered to have a Weak Mind. 

O Overcome: You don’t really use Empathy to overcome obstacles directly—normally, 
you find out some information with it, and then use another Skill to act. In some cases, 
though, you might use Empathy like you would Notice, to see if you can catch a change 
in someone’s attitude or intent. 

 

Empathy Stunts:  

Lie Whisperer – +2 to all Empathy rolls made to discern or discover lies, whether they’re directed at 
you or someone else. 

Nose for Trouble – You can use Empathy instead of Notice to determine your turn order in a 
Conflict, provided you’ve gotten a chance to observe or speak to those involved for at least a few 
minutes beforehand during this Scene. 

Sticks and Stones – Must have the Nose for Trouble Stunt. If you have had an opportunity to observe or 
speak to your foes in a Conflict for at least a few minutes, you can use Empathy to Defend against their 
Provoke Attacks and similar mundane mental attacks. 

Psychologist – Once per Session, you can reduce someone else’s Mental Consequence by one level of 
severity (Severe to Moderate, Moderate to Mild, Mild to nothing at all) by succeeding on an Empathy roll 
with a difficulty of Fair (+2) for a Mild Consequence, Good (+3) for Moderate, or Great (+4) for Severe. 
You need to talk with the person you’re treating for at least half an hour in order for them to receive 
the benefits of this Stunt, and you can’t use it on yourself. (Normally, this roll would only start the 
recovery process, instead of changing the consequence level entirely. This Stunt essentially allows a 
Slyraine to send a Moderate Mental Consequence straight into Recovery as a Mild!) 
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Engineering 
Engineering is the Skill of working with machinery, for good or ill. You are adept at quick repairs, 
coaxing just a little more out of overworked systems, and using machines in unusual or creative ways. 
It’s also the only way to help a Vandross Overcome a Physical Consequence. 

A Attack: You probably won’t use Engineering to Attack in a Conflict, unless the 
Conflict is specifically about using machinery, like with siege weaponry (and even then, 
Ranged Combat is probably a better fit). If you’d like to use Engineering to Attack 
consistently, consider creating a Stunt to reflect your skill in manipulating attack 
drones or similar creations. 

D Defend: As with Attacking, Engineering generally doesn’t defend, unless you’re 
somehow using it as the Skill to control a piece of machinery that you can block with. 

C Create an Advantage: You can use Engineering to create Aspects representing 
features of a piece of machinery, pointing out useful features or strengths you can use 
to your advantage (Armor-Plated, Rugged Construction) or a vulnerability for you to 
exploit (Flaw in the Cross-Beam, Hasty Work). 

Creating Engineering Advantages can also take the form of quick and dirty 
sabotage or jury-rigging on mechanical objects in the scene. For example, you might 
create a Makeshift Rocket Booster from an old anti-grav engine to help you get to 
the platform above you, or throw something at the ion cannon that’s firing on you to 
give it a Damaged Targeting Array and make it harder to hit you. 

O Overcome: Engineering allows you to build, break, or fix machinery, presuming you 
have the time and tools you need. Often, Actions with Engineering happen as one 
component of a more complex situation, making a popular skill for Challenges in the 
far future! For example, if you’re just fixing a broken door, neither success nor failure 
is interesting; you should just succeed and move on. Now, if you’re trying to get your 
hyper-speeder to start while a pack of Bross Bloodhunters is tracking you. . . 

Engineering is also used to help Vandross characters Overcome Physical 
Consequences, in the same way that Medicine is used for other characters. 

 

Engineering Stunts: 

Always Making Useful Things – You don’t ever have to spend a Fate Point to declare that you have 
the proper tools for a particular job using Engineering, even in extreme situations (like being imprisoned 
and separated from all your stuff). This source of opposition is just off the table. 

Better than New – Whenever you succeed with style on an Overcome Action to repair a piece of 
machinery, you can immediately give it a new Situation Aspect (with a free Invoke) reflecting the 
improvements you’ve made, instead of just a boost. 

Pyromaniac Grenadier – You can use Engineering to make whole-Zone Attacks with explosives or 
siege weapons, but must divide your shifts between targets if you don’t want to hit everyone there! 

Surgical Strikes – Must have Pyromaniac Grenadier. When using Engineering to Attack a whole Zone, 
you can filter out unwanted targets without dividing up your Shifts.  
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Hacking 
Hacking is all about gaining access to computer systems, taking advantage of their inherent weaknesses, 
finding information you’re not supposed to, and taking control of compromised systems. It has elements 
of Burglary to it (it’s often useful for theft), but also Contacts (as you seed false information about 
people and Organizations onto the Darknet, for instance). 

A Attack: Hacking generally isn’t used to Attack (it’s hard to do on the fly like that). 

D Defend: Hacking can be used to defend against people creating social disadvantages 
against you, provided they are doing so on an information network you have access to. 
You might also use it to keep someone from using Deceive, Hacking, or Contacts to 
disguise their online activities or to interfere with Investigate attempts to find 
information about you. 

C Create an Advantage: You can probe a computer system with Hacking, to 
determine how hard it will be to break into and what kinds of security you’re dealing 
with, as well as discover any vulnerabilities you might exploit. You can also examine the 
work of other hackers to determine how a particular hack was done, and create or 
discover Aspects related to whatever evidence they may have left behind. 

O Overcome: As stated above, Hacking allows you to overcome any obstacle related to 
theft via or infiltration of computer systems. Bypassing encryption and security 
software, stealing data or planting it, covering your digital tracks, and other such 
activities all fall under the purview of this Skill. 

You can also use Hacking to Overcome any obstacle related to finding 
someone or something you need to find on a computer system or network. 

 

Hacking Stunts:  

Campaign of  Terror – You can  use Hacking to mental Attacks and Create Advantages against a 
target, by taking control of their devices, destroying their online identity, and other activities that will 
shatter their confidence  in the technology they rely upon. 

Cybersecurity Expert – You don’t have to be present to provide active opposition to someone trying 
to overcome security measures you put in place or worked on (Normally, your opponent would just 
roll against passive opposition for that). 

Digital Chameleon – +2 to Create an Advantage while using Hacking to impersonate someone or 
something else’s digital signature (e.g., to plant information on a corporate mainframe or to gain access 
to someone’s private digital files). 

Cyberbrain Scrambler – You can use Hacking to make mental Attacks and Create an Advantage 
Actions against robotic intelligences, provided you’ve got some way to access their internal systems 
(e.g., you control the local Wi-Fi or have planted a bug in their code in the past). 
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Investigate 
Investigate is the Skill you use to find things out. It’s a counterpoint to Notice—whereas Notice 
revolves around situational alertness and surface observation, Investigate revolves around concentrated 
effort and in-depth scrutiny of the situation. To Investigate is to delve deeply, research thoroughly, and 
attempt to understand absolutely. 

A Attack: Investigate generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Investigate generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: Investigate is probably one of the more versatile Skills you 
can use to Create an Advantage. As long as you’re willing to take the time, you can find 
out just about anything about anyone, discover nearly any detail about a place or 
object, or otherwise make up Aspects about nearly anything in the game world that 
your character could reasonably unearth. 

If that sounds broad, consider the following as just a few of the possibilities for 
using Investigate: eavesdropping on a conversation, looking for clues at a crime scene, 
examining records, verifying the truth of a piece of information, conducting 
surveillance, and researching a cover story. 

O Overcome: Investigate obstacles are all about information that’s hard to uncover for 
some reason. Analyzing a crime scene for clues, searching a cluttered room for the 
item you need, even poring over a musty tome to try and find the passage that makes 
everything make sense. 

Racing against the clock to collect evidence before the Space Patrol shows up 
or disaster occurs is a classic way to use Investigate in a challenge. 

 

Investigate Stunts: 

Lie to Me – You can use Investigate instead of Empathy to Defend against Deceive attempts. What 
others discover through gut reactions and intuition, you learn through careful observation of 
microexpressions and knowledge of psychology. 

Eavesdropper – On a successful Investigate roll to Create an Advantage by eavesdropping on a 
conversation, you can discover or create one additional Aspect (though this doesn’t give you an extra 
free Invocation on the spare). 

Wiretap Expertise – Must have Eavesdropper Stunt. You can use Investigate in place of Hacking to 
make rolls related to gathering information on a subject by circumventing the security mechanisms on 
their digital communications devices.  

Data Delver – +2 to Overcome rolls using computers, computer networks, and databases to research 
information on a difficult-to-find subject. 

The Power of Deduction – Once per scene, you can spend a Fate Point (and a few minutes of 
observation) to make a special Investigate roll representing your potent deductive abilities. For each shift 
you make on this roll, you discover or create an Aspect, on either the scene or the target of your 
observations, though you may only invoke one of them for free.  
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Medicine 
Medicine is the Skill you use to fix people (at least biological people). It’s a general knowledge of 
anatomy, disease, surgery, physical rehabilitation, and common injuries, plus the skills and know-how of 
how to apply all of that to help people who are hurt or sick. Importantly, Medicine is the chief skill by 
which Physical Consequences are removed from another character. 

A Attack: Medicine generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Medicine generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: Medicine can be used to create any number of advantages 
relating to medical knowledge or careful examinations of another creature’s physique. 
For instance, you might use it to discover or invent weaknesses in your foes (like 
Vulnerable to Heat). You can generally use it to improve your odds of success 
anywhere where your medical knowledge might be key, like creating an antidote to a 
poison or researching how to deal with a sudden disease outbreak. 

O Overcome: The most obvious use for Medicine is helping other characters recover 
from Physical Consequences, by making an Overcome against the severity of their 
injury. However, you might also use it when involved in a tense situation involving an 
injured or dying character, like trying to stabilize a patient afflicted with a deadly poison 
until they can reach a full hospital, or performing an emergency surgery in the field. 
Presumably, a knowledge of anatomy might even come in handy if your character is 
ever swallowed by an enormous space-creature and needs to find his or her way out. 

 

Medicine Stunts: 

Surgical Strikes – If you Invoke an Aspect you’ve made or discovered using Medicine to Create an 
Advantage identifying weak points in its anatomy, you can use Medicine to perform a crippling physical 
Attack against a creature (this is assuming it has an anatomy you can understand). 

Twist the Blade – Must have Surgical Strikes Stunt. If you succeed with style on an Attack with 
Medicine, you can sacrifice one shift of damage to place a full Situation Aspect (with a free Invoke) on 
the opponent rather than just a Boost. 

Emergency Operation – By spending a Fate Point, you can help a character recover a Physical Stress 
box in the middle of a Conflict with an Overcome Action against Passive opposition equal to the box’s 
value. You must be in the same Zone as they are to do so. 

Trained Physician – Once per Session, you can reduce someone else’s Physical Consequence by one 
level of severity (Severe to Moderate, Moderate to Mild, Mild to nothing at all) by succeeding on an 
Medicine roll with a difficulty of Fair (+2) for a Mild Consequence, Good (+3) for Moderate, or Great 
(+4) for Severe. You need to have access to a sterile environment and appropriate medical supplies for 
at least 30 minutes in order for them to receive the benefits of this Stunt, and you can’t use it on 
yourself. (Normally, this roll would only start the recovery process, instead of changing the consequence 
level entirely.) 
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Melee Combat 
The Melee Combat Skill covers all forms of close-quarters combat (in other words, within the same 
Zone), both unarmed and using weapons (either natural or manufactured). For the ranged weapons 
counterpart, see Ranged Combat. A character who’s been disarmed but is proficient in Melee Combat 
will still be able to apply their knowledge via physical strikes. 

A Attack: This is self-explanatory. You make physical attacks with Melee Combat. 
Remember, this is for close-in work, so you have to be in the same Zone as your 
opponent. 

D Defend: You can use Melee Combat to Defend against any other Attack or Create an 
Advantage attempts made against you with Melee Combat, as well as pretty much any 
action where violently interposing yourself could prevent it from happening. You can’t 
use this Skill to Defend against Ranged Combat Attacks, generally. 

C Create an Advantage: You’ll probably use Melee Combat for most of the 
advantages you create in a physical Conflict. Any number of special moves can be 
covered with Advantages; a targeted strike to stun, a “dirty move,” disarming, and so 
on. You could even use Melee Combat to assess another fighter’s style, spotting 
weaknesses in his or her form that you can exploit. 

O Overcome: Since you don’t really use Melee Combat outside of a Conflict, it’s rarely 
used to Overcome obstacles. You might use it to display your fighting prowess in a 
demonstration, or to participate in some kind of regulated bout or sport fighting, 
which would allow you to use this Skill in a Contest. 

 

Melee Combat Stunts: 

Heavy Hitter – When you Succeed with Style on a Melee Combat Attack and choose to reduce the 
result by one shift to gain a Boost, you can place a full situation Aspect with a free Invocation, instead. 

Backup Weapon – Whenever someone’s about to hit you with a Disarmed Situation Aspect or 
something similar, spend a Fate Point to declare you have a backup weapon. Instead of a Situation 
Aspect, your opponent just gets a Boost, representing the momentary distraction you suffer from having 
to switch to your alternative. 

Killing Stroke – Once per Scene, when you force an opponent to take a Consequence with a Melee 
Combat Action, you can spend a Fate Point to increase the Consequence’s severity by one step (so Mild 
becomes Moderate, Moderate becomes Severe). If your opponent was already going to take a Severe 
Consequence, he or she must take a Severe Consequence and another Consequence, or be Taken Out. 

Deflecting Parry – So long as you have a weapon that could feasibly deflect or destroy the shots made 
by a Ranged Combat Attack against you, you can use Melee Combat to Defend against that attack. 

Electro-sword Absorption – Must have Deflecting Parry Stunt. You can use your electro-sword or 
similar weapon to Defend against psionic energy bursts and similar forms of Attack. 

Deadly Riposte – If you succeed with style on a Melee Combat Defense against an Attack, you can 
choose to inflict a 2-Shift hit rather than take a Boost.  
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Notice 
The Notice Skill involves just that—noticing things. It’s a counterpart to Investigate, representing a 
character’s overall perception, ability to pick out details at a glance, and other powers of observation. 
Usually, when you use Notice, it’s very quick compared to Investigate, so the kinds of details you get 
from it are much more superficial, but you also don’t have to expend as much effort to find them. 
Notice is also the Skill you generally roll to determine order in a Conflict. 

A Attack: Notice generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: You can use Notice to Defend against any uses of Stealth to get the drop on 
you or ambush you, or to discover that you’re being observed secretly. 

C Create an Advantage: You use Notice to create Aspects based on direct 
observation—looking over a room for details that stand out, finding an escape route in 
a debris-filled building, noticing someone sticking out in a crowd, etc. When you’re 
watching people, Notice can tell you what’s going on with them externally (for internal 
changes, use Empathy). You might also use Notice to declare that your character spots 
something you can use to your advantage in a situation, such as a convenient Escape 
Route when you’re trying to get out of a building, or a Subtle Weakness in the 
enemy’s line of defense. For example, if you’re in a barroom brawl, you could make a 
Notice roll to say that you spot a puddle of spilled beer on the floor, right next to 
your opponent’s feet that could cause him or her to slip. 

O Overcome: You don’t really use Notice to overcome obstacles too often, but when 
you do, it’s used in a reactive way: noticing something in a scene, hearing a faint sound, 
spotting the concealed laser pistol in that guy’s waistband. 

Note that this isn’t license for GMs to call for Notice rolls left and right to see 
how generally observant the players’ characters are; that’s boring. Instead, call for 
Notice rolls when succeeding would result in something interesting happening and 
failing would result in something just as interesting. 

 

Notice Stunts:  

Danger Sense – You have an almost preternatural capacity for detecting danger. Your Notice Skill 
works unimpeded by conditions like total concealment, darkness, or other sensory impairments in 
situations where someone or something intends to harm you. 

Body Language Reader – You can use Notice in place of Empathy to learn the Aspects of a target 
through observation. 

Reactive Shot – You can use Notice instead of Ranged Combat to make quick, reactive shots that 
don’t involve a lot of aiming. However, because you’re having a knee-jerk reaction, you’re not allowed 
to concretely identify your target before using this Stunt. So, for example, you might be able to shoot at 
someone you see moving in some bushes with this Stunt, but you won’t be able to tell if it’s friend or 
foe before you pull the trigger. Choose carefully! 

Scanner Sweep – You’ve supplemented your prodigious natural abilities with electronic additions, 
gaining a +2 to Notice rolls made to quickly search the immediate area for anomalous readings, unusual 
emanations, and other such subtle phenomena. 
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Physique 
The Physique Skill is a counterpart to Athletics, representing the character’s natural physical aptitudes, 
such as raw strength and endurance. In essence, it’s the difference between the nimble, acrobatic 
character (Athletics) and the strong bruiser or tough guy (Physique). Importantly, Physique also 
represents your general physical haleness and heartiness, and can earn you additional Physical Stress 
boxes or even Consequences at higher scores. See the small chart below for details: 

Average (+1) or Fair (+2) Physique: Gain a 3-point Stress box 
Good (+3) or Great (+4) Physique: Gain both 3- and 4-point Stress boxes. 
Superb (+5) and above Physique: Gain the 3- and 4-point Stress boxes, plus an additional Mild 
Consequence slot which can only be used to absorb physical harm. 

A Attack: Physique generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Though you don’t generally use Physique to Defend against Attacks, you can 
use it to provide Active Opposition to someone else’s movement, provided you’re in a 
small enough space that you can effectively use your body to block access. You might 
interpose something heavy and brace it to stop someone from getting through. Finally, 
you might use Physique to defend against a deadly poison with your raw fortitude. 

C Create an Advantage: Physique has a lot of potential for advantages in physical 
Conflicts, usually related to grappling and holding someone in place, making them 
Pinned or Locked Down. You might also use it as a way of discovering physical 
impairments possessed by the target—grappling the old mercenary tells you that he 
has a Bum Leg, for instance. This generally encompasses a more “visceral” sort of 
appraisal of your foe than the clinical, distant observation provided by Medicine. 

O Overcome: You can use Physique to Overcome any obstacles that require the 
application of brute force—most often to Overcome a Situation Aspect on a Zone—
or any other physical impedance, like prison bars or locked gates. Of course, Physique 
is the classic Skill for arm-wrestling matches and other contests of applied strength, as 
well as marathons or other endurance-based challenges (even lengthy games of skill or 
chance might require an Endurance roll if you and your opponent are locked in a 
stalemate or otherwise progressing slowly). 

 

Physique Stunts: 

Grappler – +2 to Physique rolls made to Create Advantages on an enemy by wrestling or grappling 
with them. 

Crushing Piledriver – Must have Grappler Stunt. If you’re currently grappling a foe via a Created 
Advantage, you can make one Attack at +2 with Physique against its Athletics or Physique. 

Take the Blow – You can use Physique to Defend against Melee Combat attacks made with fists or 
blunt instruments, though you always take 1 Shift of Stress on a tie. 

Tough as Nails – Once per Session, at the cost of a Fate Point, you can reduce the severity of a 
Moderate Consequence that’s physical in nature to a Mild Consequence (if you have a Mild 
Consequence slot free) or erase a Mild Consequence altogether.  
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Pilot 
The Pilot Skill is all about operating starships of any size and shape, but might also include airborne 
vehicles in an atmosphere. Thanks to fairly standardized interfaces and (of course) player characters’ 
inherent awesomeness, this Skill applies to everything from single-man Fighters to mile-long Titans! 

A Attack: Pilot generally isn’t used to Attack, but if you wish to ram another ship with 
the one you’re flying, you will take the same Shifts of harm that you inflict. 

D Defend: Avoiding damage to a starship in a physical Conflict is one of the most 
common uses of Pilot. You can also use it to Defend against advantages being created 
against you or Overcome Actions of someone trying to move past you in a blockade. 

C Create an Advantage: You can use Pilot to determine the best way to get 
somewhere using E-space or manual thrusters, and a good enough roll might allow you 
to learn features of the route that get expressed as Aspects, or declare that you know 
a Handy Gravity Slingshot or something similar. 

You can also just read the Athletics description, and then make it about a 
starship. Advantages created using Pilot often revolve around getting good positioning, 
doing a fancy maneuver (Did a Barrel Roll!), or putting your opponent in a bad spot. 

O Overcome: Pilot is the equivalent of Athletics when you’re in a starship—you use it 
to successfully accomplish movement in the face of difficult circumstances, like asteroid 
fields, small amounts of clearance, or stunt flying. Obviously, Pilot is also ripe for 
Contests, especially Chases and races. 

 

Pilot Stunts: 

Hard to Shake – +2 to Pilot whenever you’re pursuing another starship in a Chase. 

Thrusters to Maximum – You can coax more speed out of your starship than seems possible. 
Whenever you’re engaged in any Contest where speed is the primary factor (such as a Chase or a race 
of some kind) and you tie with your Pilot roll, it’s still considered a Success. 

Ramming Speed! – When ramming another starship, you ignore two Shifts of the damage that would 
normally be inflicted on you. So, if you ram and hit for four Shifts, you only take two yourself. 

Less than 12 Parsecs! – If you succeed with style on a roll to navigate a long distance between planets 
or whole star systems, you can place a full Situation Aspect (with a free Invoke) on the route 
representing an incredible shortcut you found rather than a mere Boost. You can keep using the 
shortcut yourself, or maybe even Invoke it to sell the secret to boost a Resources roll. . .  

Defensive Maneuvers - +2 to Defend when you attempt to evade the fire of a starship larger than the 
one you’re flying during a Conflict. 

Right Back at Ya – Must have Defensive Maneuvers Stunt. If you succeed with style on a Defend roll 
against an Attack using missiles or other tracking weapons, the weapon deals 2 shifts of damage to 
whoever fired it in the first place. 
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Provoke 
Provoke is the Skill about getting someone’s dander up and eliciting negative emotional responses from 
them—fear, anger, shame, etc. It’s the “being a jerk” Skill (most Zuulgoes seem to have high Provoke). 

To use Provoke, you need some kind of justification. That could come entirely from the situation, or 
because you have an Aspect that’s appropriate, or because you’ve created an advantage with another 
Skill (like Rapport or Deceive), or because you’ve assessed your target’s Aspects (with Empathy or 
maybe Psionics). 

This Skill requires that your target can feel emotions—non-sapient robots and space-creatures typically 
can’t be provoked (unless you know some key to their instinctual behavior). 

A Attack: You can make mental Attacks with Provoke, to do emotional harm to an 
opponent. Your relationship with the target and the circumstances you’re in figure a 
great deal into whether or not you can use this Action. 

D Defend: Being good at provoking others doesn’t make you better at avoiding it 
yourself; you will need Will for that. 

C Create an Advantage: You can Create Advantages representing momentary 
emotional states, like Enraged, Shocked, or Hesitant. Your target opposes with Will. 
This might be against an individual foe or even many at once. 

O Overcome: You can Provoke someone into doing what you want in a fit of emotional 
pique. You might Intimidate them for information, piss them off so badly that they act 
out, or scare them into running away. This will often happen when you’re going up 
against nameless NPCs or it isn’t worthwhile to play out the particulars. Against PCs 
or important NPCs, you will need to win a Contest. They oppose with Will. 

 

Provoke Stunts: 

Armor of Fear – You can use Provoke to Defend against Melee Combat Attacks, but only until the 
first time you’re dealt Stress in a Conflict. You can make your opponents hesitate to attack, but when 
someone shows them that you’re only human (or, well, whatever you are), your advantage disappears. 

Provoke Violence – When you Create an Advantage on an opponent using Provoke, you can use your 
free Invocation to become the target of that character’s next relevant action, drawing their attention 
away from another target. 

Come and Get Me – Must have Provoke Violence. When you attempt to Create an Advantage against 
multiple chosen targets in a Zone at once, you can apply your whole roll to each target rather than 
splitting it amongst them. You can still spend the Invokes you gain to draw attention. 

Okay, Fine! – You can use Provoke in place of Empathy to learn a target’s Aspects, by bullying them 
until they reveal one to you. The target Defends against this with Will. If the target is particularly 
vulnerable to your hostile approach (GM decides), you get a +2 bonus to the roll. 
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Psionics – Telekinetic or Psychic 
Psionics is the Skill by which characters tap into E-space with their minds to produce fabulous effects on 
the world around them. It’s a Skill wrapped up in mystery and confusion, as almost every Psion is 
different from the next, as their interactions with the higher dimensions change their abilities, mental 
state, and even physical makeup! Nonetheless, if your character has access to Psionics, it means that 
they can use their mind to do an extraordinary number of things. 

Three important notes about Psionics: first, if you want to use them, you’ll need justification in the 
form of an Aspect (usually written by you) or Extra (usually granted by your species) on your character.  

Second, each Psion is “Attuned” to one type of Psionics, which dictates what kinds of Actions the Psion 
can take with the Skill (this attunement should be noted in your justifying Aspect or Extra): 

Shaper – ATTACK, DEFEND, CREATE AN ADVANTAGE. Usually focus their abilities to subtly change the 
world around them, cleverly shifting matter around or subtly influencing the emotions of those nearby. They 
cannot use Psionics to Overcome: it requires actions that are too precisely directed and defined. 

Breaker – ATTACK, DEFEND, OVERCOME. Opposite Shapers, Breakers focus their abilities on big, brash 
actions against their surroundings, throwing objects with deadly force or issuing terrible psychic screams across a 
Zone. They cannot use Psionics to Create an Advantage: it requires too much careful planning. 

Blaster – ATTACK, CREATE AN ADVANTAGE, OVERCOME. Often even more feared than ferocious Breakers, 
as they have honed their offensive capabilities to a deadly edge. They create bursts of crackling electricity or cook 
their foes’ brains right in their skulls. They generally cannot use Psionics to Defend: they fully focus on offense. 

Shielder – DEFEND, CREATE AN ADVANTAGE, OVERCOME. Have developed their abilities to keep 
themselves and others safe and sound. They carefully sculpt barriers of force or can lull their foes into an unnatural 
calm. They cannot use Psionics to Attack: the thought of causing injury with their power is abhorrent to them. 

Finally, decide whether your character focuses on their Psychic abilities (reading minds, mental 
projections, precognition) or Telekinetic abilities (moving objects, creating energy, reconfiguring 
atoms). This will determine whether your powers work on the Physical world or the Mental one. 

A Attack: If you are Attuned to Attack with Psionics, you will focus on either Physical 
or Mental attacks via Telekinetic or Psychic abilities, respectively. 

Making a Physical Attack might mean dislodging large piece of equipment and 
battering people with it, creating bursts of energy, or just throwing people into hard 
surfaces. Foes generally Defend using Athletics, although other Skills might make sense. 

Making a Mental Attack might mean rending their brain matter to goo, haunting 
them with painful memories from the past, or even forcing them to hurt themselves. 
Foes defend using their Will or Psionics, generally. 

D Defend: If you are Attuned to Defend with Psionics, you are able to withstand either 
Physical or Mental Attacks and the like with your powers. 

Telekinesis (Physical Defense) includes creating temporary barriers, moving 
supernaturally quickly to evade a dirty trick, or the like. When an opponent tries to 
Attack you physically (or take another Action against you physically which your 
psionics might interfere with), you may Defend with Psionics. 

If you instead opt for a Psychic route (Mental Defense), you may set up 
protective barriers within your own psyche, wall off entire portions of your mind, and 
steel your resolve mystically against assault; you may Defend against Attacks which 
target your Mental Stress (or other Actions that your Psionics might interfere with). 
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C Create an Advantage: If you are Attuned to Create Advantages with Psionics, you 
may use your powers to put yourself in a better position, discover new Aspects about 
your foes, or even to affect your surroundings. Like the other Actions, your choice of 
Psychic or Telekinetic power dictates how your powers manifest. 

Telekinetic power might enable you to lift the platform you’re standing on to a 
higher level, giving you The Upper Hand, or could raise a Barrier in the form of a 
Wall of Flames around you (opponents must Overcome your Barrier with an 
appropriate roll before Attacking you). 

Psychic power might enable you to read an opponent’s mind to discover or 
create Aspects, letting you learn they are Scared of Heights, or allow you to suppress 
violent emotions near you, causing enemies to become Distracted. 

O Overcome: Psionics can get you past many hurdles, again flavored by your choice of 
power. Generally speaking, in this, you use the power of your mind to overcome 
obstacles that face you and fit within your abilities; a Psion might not be able to fix a 
broken engine, but they sure can deliver a swift mental kick to it! 

Telekinetic Psions generally Overcome physical impediments via the application 
of force or elemental power: you might clear the way through an ancient temple by 
pushing aside fallen rock, or attempt to burn out an electronic lock by overloading it. 

Psychic Psions will instead Overcome using their innate abilities. They might 
befuddle the mind of a guard to let them past, or glimpse briefly into the future to see 
their way past a difficult puzzle or trap. 

 

Psionic Stunts – Like Psionics Actions, many Stunts for the Psionics Skill are most suitable for 
Psychic- or Telekinetic-Psions, and are marked as such. 

Mental Overload (Psychic) – When you succeed on an Attack Action with Psionics, you may pay a 
Fate Point to deal twice as many shifts of damage as you would have otherwise, but you take half as 
many shifts (round up) as Mental Stress yourself. 

Aggressive Feedback (Psychic) – Requires the Mental Overload Stunt. Once per Conflict, when 
someone inflicts shifts of damage on you, you may spend a Fate Point to rebound your pain back on 
them, dealing an equivalent number of shifts targeting their Mental Stress. 

Prescient Combatant (Psychic) – So long as you’ve Created an Advantage against a foe in combat 
to learn their mind, you can use Psionics to Defend against physical Attacks as well as Mental by 
predicting where their strikes and shots will land before they even begin to Attack. 

Battering-Brain (Telekinetic) – +1 to Attack and Overcome Actions when using a piece of the 
environment to strike your target. 

Expansive Destruction (Telekinetic) – Once per Conflict, you can perform a Zone-wide Attack 
with Psionics, filling the Zone with crackling energy or roaring flames. You may select out targets from 
the blast at will, but then you must split your Attack roll among the targets you do want to hurt. 

Fount of Power (Telekinetic) – Requires the Selective Destruction Stunt. When you perform a Zone-
wide Attack and select out targets, you may pay a Fate point to apply your whole Attack roll to each 
target individually, rather than splitting the roll among them. 
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Ranged Combat 
The counterpart to Melee Combat, Ranged Combat is the Skill of using ranged weaponry, either in a 
conflict or on targets that don’t actively resist your attempts to shoot them (like a bull’s-eye or the 
broad side of a barn). Unlike Melee Combat, you do need something with which to make your Ranged 
Attack rolls (so it’s a little easier to disarm you), but a savvy character in Spaceward, Ho! is as good with 
a blaster rifle as they are with a throwing knife, in a pinch, at least. 

A Attack: This Skill generally makes Physical Attacks. You can make them from up to 
two zones away, unlike with Melee Combat. In some cases, the range may vary 
depending on the battlefield and weapon in question. 

D Defend: Ranged Combat generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: In Physical Conflicts, Ranged Combat can be used to perform 
a wide variety of moves, like trick shots, keeping someone under heavy fire, and the 
like. Depending on the weapons involved, you might even be able to shoot the weapon 
out of someone’s hand or pin their sleeve to a wall with a knife. You might also be able 
to create Aspects based on your knowledge of ranged weaponry in use by your 
opponents, like how their ion blaster Tends to Overheat. 

O Overcome: Unless, for some reason, you need to demonstrate your Ranged Combat 
ability in a non-Conflict situation, you probably won’t be using this Skill for normal 
obstacles much. Obviously, Contests involving Ranged Combat are a clear fit, of 
course. It’s also possible that sometimes your weaponry might be useful for blasting 
through physical obstacles or helping to disable complicated equipment. 

 

Ranged Combat Stunts: 

Called Shot – During a Ranged Combat Attack, spend a Fate Point and declare a specific condition you 
want to inflict on a target, like Shot in the Hand. If you succeed, you place that as a Situation Aspect on 
them in addition to hitting them for the normal amount of Stress. 

Quick on the Draw – You can use Ranged Combat instead of Notice to determine turn order in any 
physical Conflict where shooting quickly would be useful. 

Uncanny Accuracy – Once per Conflict, stack an additional free Invoke on an Advantage you’ve 
Created to represent the time you take to aim or line up a shot (like In My Sights). 

A Hail of Bullets – Any time you’re using a fully automatic projectile weapon and you succeed with 
style on a Ranged Combat Attack, you automatically create a Fair (+2) Passive Opposition against 
movement in that Zone until your next turn because of all the lead in the air. 

Mad Grenadier - +2 to Overcome Actions to get past physical obstacles that could be damaged by 
explosive rounds from your weapon. 

Say Hello to My Little Friend – Must have Mad Grenadier Stunt. If you perform a whole-Zone Attack 
using explosive rounds from your weapon, you may apply the whole Attack roll to each foe you target, 
rather than splitting the roll amongst them.  
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Rapport 
The Rapport Skill is all about making positive connections to people and eliciting positive emotion. It’s 
the Skill of being liked and trusted, making fast friendships, and getting along well in crowds and with 
new people. While Empathy might let you know which buttons to avoid pushing, Rapport is all about 
gaining a more concrete sort of trust, but without all the time-consuming entanglements and limitations 
implied by Contacts. 

A Attack: Rapport generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Rapport Defends against any Skill used to damage your reputation, sour a 
mood you’ve created, or make you look bad in front of other people. It does not, 
however, Defend against Mental Attacks; that requires Will. 

C Create an Advantage: Use Rapport to establish a positive mood on a target or in a 
scene or to get someone to confide in you out of a genuine sense of trust. You could 
pep talk someone into having Elevated Confidence, or stir a crowd into Joyful 
Fervor, or simply make someone Talkative or Helpful. 

O Overcome: Use Rapport to charm or inspire people to do what you want, or to 
establish a good connection with them. Charm your way past the guard, convince 
someone to take you into their confidence, or become the man of the hour at the 
local tavern. For nameless NPCs, this is just an Overcome Action, but you may have to 
enter a Contest to sufficiently ingratiate yourself to a named NPC or a PC. 

 

Rapport Stunts: 

Best Foot Forward – Twice per Session, you may upgrade a Boost you receive with Rapport into a 
full Situation Aspect with a free Invocation. 

Demagogue – +2 to Rapport when you’re delivering an inspiring speech in front of a crowd. If there 
are named NPCs or PCs in the scene, you may target them all simultaneously with one roll rather than 
dividing up your Shifts. 

Team Player – You may pay a Fate Point to use your Rapport score in place of any other Skill for 
determining the bonuses to a Teamwork Action with your allies. 

The Power of Friendship – Must have Team Player Stunt. Twice per Scene, you can double the 
amount of Teamwork bonus you provide on a group Action. 

Popular – If you’re in an area where you’re popular and well-liked, you can use Rapport in place of 
Contacts. You may be able to establish your popularity by spending a Fate Point to declare a story 
detail, or because of prior justification in-game. 
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Resources 
Resources describes your character’s general level of material wealth in the game world and ability to 
apply it. This might not always reflect cash on hand, given the different ways that wealth might present 
itself in the far future, like lines of credit or a stake in a larger Organization. 

In some games of Spaceward, Ho!, there will be a more complicated system for tracking wealth in-play; 
see Chapter 7 for more details about that optional rule. Otherwise, consider your Wealth to be a sort 
of vague and ill-defined component of your character represented by Resources. 

In the most basic version, Resources is important for determining how nice of a starship you can start 
the game with. Use your Resources score to compare with the Cost of a starship of a given size and 
quality that you want to see if you can afford it (if multiple players in the party will be crew and have 
Aspects stating as such, you can pool your Resources scores together for this starting ship). 

A Attack: Resources generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Resources generally isn’t used to Defend. 

C Create an Advantage: You might use Resources to grease the wheels and make 
people more friendly, whether that represents an actual bribe (I Scratch Your 
Back…) or simply buying drinks for people (In Vino Veritas). You can also use 
Resources to declare that you have something you need on-hand, or can quickly 
acquire it, which could give you an Aspect representing the object. 

O Overcome: You can use Resources to get yourself out of or past any situation where 
throwing money at the problem will help, such as committing bribery or acquiring rare 
and expensive things. Challenges or Contests might involve auctions or bidding wars. 
Oftentimes, if you own expensive equipment (like a Starship), you might need to use 
your Resources to make repairs to it or even just keep it running at all. Making 
Upgrades to a starship might also require Resources. 

 

Resources Stunts:  

Money Talks – You can use Resources instead of Rapport in any situation where ostentatious displays 
of material wealth might aid your cause. 

Savvy Investor – You get an extra free Invoke when you Create Advantages with Resources, provided 
that they describe a monetary return on an investment that you made in a previous session. (You can’t 
retroactively declare that you did it, but if it happened in the course of play, you get higher returns.) 

All These Lucky Pennies – Twice per Session, you may take a Boost representing a windfall or 
sudden influx of cash. 

Starship Aficionado – Your Resources score counts as two higher for determining the quality of 
Starship you can afford to start the game with, and you gain a +1 to Overcome rolls made to upgrade 
your personal starship at any time. 

Financial Warfare – You can use Resources to Attack Organizations’ wealth track. 
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Stealth 
The Stealth Skill allows you to avoid detection, both when hiding in place and when trying to move 
about unseen. It pairs well with the Burglary Skill, but is generally useful in its own right. Stealthy 
characters can be silent when they need to, and blend into shadows in an instant. 

A Attack: Stealth generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: You can use this to foil Notice attempts to pinpoint you or seek you out, as 
well as to try to throw off the scent of an Investigate attempt from someone trying to 
track you down. 

C Create an Advantage: You’ll mainly use Stealth to create Aspects on yourself, 
setting yourself in an ideal position for an Attack or ambush in a Conflict. That way, 
you can be Well-Hidden when the guards pass by and take advantage of that, or Hard 
to Pin Down if you’re fighting in the dark. 

O Overcome: You can use Stealth to try to get past any situation that primarily depends 
on you not being seen. Sneaking past sentries and security computers, hiding from a 
pursuer, avoid leaving evidence as you pass through a place, and any other such uses all 
fall under the purview of Stealth. 

 

Stealth Stunts:  

Face in the Crowd – +2 to any Stealth roll to blend into a crowd. What a “crowd” means will depend 
on the environment—a transit station requires more people to be crowded than a small bar. 

Ninja Vanish – Once per Scene, you can vanish while in plain sight by spending a Fate Point, using a 
smoke pellet or other mysterious technique. This places the Vanished Boost on you. While you’re 
vanished, no one can Attack or Create an Advantage on you until they’ve succeeded at an Overcome 
roll with Notice to suss out where you went (basically meaning they have to give up an exchange to try). 
This Aspect goes away as soon as you Invoke it, or when someone makes that Overcome roll. 

Backstab – Must have Ninja Vanish Stunt. If you have a Vanished Boost on you, you gain use any of your 
usual Skills to Attack at a +2 bonus. You can use Ninja Vanish one additional time per Scene. 

Slippery Target – Provided you’re in darkness or shadow, you can use Stealth to defend against Shoot 
attacks from enemies that are at least one Zone away. 

Sneak Attack – If you’re hidden from view when a Conflict is about to start (or, more specifically, if 
your potential foes are completely unaware of you), you can act before anyone else does to make a 
single Attack using Stealth rather than another Skill. 

Experienced Infiltrator – +2 to Overcome security measures that rely on visual confirmation like 
guards and cameras, so long as you’re trying to gain access to a secured space (e.g., a bank, fortress, 
guarded compound, etc.). 
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Will 
The Will Skill represents your character’s general level of mental fortitude and resilience, the same way 
that Physique represents your physical toughness. It generally describes your ability to resist both 
psychic assaults and jabs at your emotions, as well as your capacity to perform taxing mental tasks. 
Importantly, Will also represents your general mental health and security, and can earn you additional 
Mental Stress boxes or even Consequences at higher scores. See the chart below for details: 

Average (+1) or Fair (+2) Will: Gain a 3-point Stress box 
Good (+3) or Great (+4) Will: Gain both 3- and 4-point Stress boxes. 
Superb (+5) and above Will: Gain the 3- and 4-point Stress boxes, plus an additional Mild Consequence slot 
which can only be used to absorb mental harm. 

A Attack: Will generally isn’t used to Attack. 

D Defend: Will is the main Skill you use to Defend against Mental Attacks from Provoke 
and Psionics (and Hacking, if you’re a Vandross), representing your control over your 
reactions and your mind’s resiliency against outside intrusion. You can also Defend 
against some other Action types when appropriate (e.g., use your Will to stop mental 
probing entirely from a Psion trying to Create an Advantage). 

C Create an Advantage: You can use Will to place Aspects on yourself, representing a 
deep state of concentration, focus, or your iron-clad mind in general. If facing a Psion, 
you might adopt a Blank Mind, while in a Conflict, you might start by becoming 
Centered and Ready for Combat. 

O Overcome: You can use Will to pit yourself against obstacles that require mental 
effort. Puzzles and riddles can fall under this category, as well as any mentally absorbing 
task, like deciphering a code. Use Will when it’s only a matter of time before you 
Overcome the mental task, and Academics if it takes something more than brute 
mental force to get past it. 

Contests of Will might reflect particularly challenging games, like chess, or 
competing in a hard set of exams. Two Psions might even lock in a battle of willpower 
before entering into a Conflict to see if they can establish who is the stronger without 
resorting to (mental) blows at all. 

 

Will Stunts:  

Strength from Determination – Use Will instead of Physique on any Overcome rolls representing 
feats of strength. 

Hard Boiled – You can choose to ignore a Mild or Moderate Consequence for the duration of the 
Scene. It can’t be Compelled against you or Invoked by your enemies. At the end of the Scene, it comes 
back worse, though; if it was a Mild Consequence, as a Moderate Consequence, Moderate as Severe. 

Indomitable - +2 to Defend against Provoke Attacks specifically related to intimidation and fear. 

Latent Psionic Ability – Must be taken by a character without a Psionic Aspect or Extra. If you are 
Attacked by someone using Psionics  and succeed with style on your Defend Action, you may reflect 
some of the psionic power back on its wielder, dealing them 2 shifts of Stress. 
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Stunts – Designing Your Own 
As noted in Chapter 2, most Stunts in Spaceward, Ho! (and, indeed, in any Fate-based game) fit one of 
the following criteria: 

 Add two “shifts” of effect to a roll if conditions are met (e.g., a straight +2 bonus, or give you a 
free Boost or Aspect Invocation—both add +2, as well) 

 Add a new Action to the Skill in certain circumstances (e.g., a Sneak Attack Stunt might let 
you use Stealth to Attack foes if you’re hidden from them) 

 Make a minor rules modification that “fits” the Skill in question (e.g., I Know How to Do 
That! might let you use Academics in place of another Skill once per Scene) 

An important element of Stunt design is that they should be inherently limited; no Stunt should fully 
replace the functionality of either its own Skill or another Skill. To balance that, you do want the 
situations for Stunt usage to be at least somewhat common, or else there’d be no point in investing your 
resources in getting them in the first place! A good balance to strike is that a good general-purpose 
Stunt should come up about 2-3 times per Session. 

So, how do you achieve that balance between “awesome, cool, and useful!” and “totally makes the main 
Skill pointless”? By limiting your Stunts in applicability, use, or cost. 

For instance, you might allow it to only apply under a very specific set of circumstances. Maybe you can 
only use an Attack-oriented Stunt when you’re wielding a certain kind of item (so you’re more 
vulnerable to being disarmed by a foe). Perhaps you can only use the Stunt when you’re hidden from 
view or when it’s raining outside. Perhaps it’s some combination of all the above! 

Other good limitations include only allowing a Stunt to be used rarely (once per Scene, Session, or even 
Scenario!) and making it cost a Fate Point to activate (thus “paying” for its effect). 

If you’re designing a more powerful Stunt (say, giving a bonus that may amount to more than +2, or 
giving an already broad Stunt even more Actions and applicability), using multiple limitations on it may be 
appropriate. A Stunt that can only be used in rare circumstances once per Session at the cost of a Fate 
Point could potentially be quite powerful indeed, but might be so rare that it’s hardly worth taking 
anymore by that point—you must strive for balance in these matters. 

Another way to create more powerful Stunts is to make use of Stunt Families. For instance, you can 
make better Stunts require others be taken first to be allowed, and then stack their effects. In this case, 
it’s often best to follow similar rules to above: limit things a little bit more and add on another effect. 
You could add a small bonus to a new Action allowed by the preceding Stunt, in even more limited 
circumstances, or perhaps add on an additional 2-shift effect to some cases where the previous Stunt 
already granted a +2 bonus to the roll in general. You might even expand a minor rules exception into a 
more significant one, although this and be hard to “balance” since the concept is already fairly broad and 
hard to narrowly define. 

Therefore, one more way to design a Stunt Family is to have Branching Stunts, where the new Stunts’ 
effects are complementary to the original one’s. This lets you build thematic, branching Stunt Families to 
allow your character to use a certain Skill in increasingly specialized, but awesome ways as they focus on 
one “interpretation” of that Skill—say the fast-talking facet of the Deceive Skill. 
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Briefly – Starship Skills and You! 
Like player characters, other things in Spaceward, Ho! can have Skills (and Aspects and Stunts and 
more!). Probably the most important of these are Starships, which use Starship Skills. 

If your character is aboard a Starship and allowed to take charge of one of the stations (say, Navigation 
or Beam Turrets), you can use some of your characters’ Skills to provide a Teamwork Bonus to the Ship, 
as long as the character’s Skill is rated at least as high as the ship’s. Your character spends their Action 
in a Conflict/Challenge/Contest to do so, and adds +1 to whatever the Ship is doing. 

If, however, your character is a Crewmember of the ship (indicated by an Aspect), they can always add 
a +1 Teamwork Bonus within their assigned role, and can choose to use their Skill bonus in place of the 
ship’s, if higher. Thus, a crack shot can turn a modest fighter into a deadly weapon of war. The ship’s 
Captain can always take any role, but they only get one Action per turn, so they need a crew! 

Below is a list of Ship Skills, Actions, and which player character Skills can be used to supplement them.  

Skill Name 
Attack 

(A) 

Defend 

(D) 

Create an 
Advantage 

(C) 

Overcome 

(O) 
Player Skills 

Artificial 
Intelligence ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Varies, but usually 
Empathy, Pilot, Rapport, 
or Psionics (Psychic) 

Armor (Hull)  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Resources 

Beam Weapons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Ranged 
Combat 

Capacity   ✓ ✓ 
Burglary, Deceive, 
Resources 

Communications   ✓ ✓ 
Empathy, Provoke, 
Rapport 

Direct Weapons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Melee 
Combat, Physique 

E-Space 
Navigation 

  ✓ ✓ 
Academics, Engineering, 
Pilot 

Maneuverability  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Athletics, Engineering, 
Pilot 

Mining   ✓ ✓ 
Notice, Investigate 

Projectile 
Weapons ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Engineering, Ranged 
Combat 

Repair  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Resources 

Sensors  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Investigate, 
Notice 

Shields  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Engineering, Will 

Speed  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Athletics, Engineering, 
Pilot 

Stealth  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Deceive, Stealth 

Systems  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Academics, Engineering, 
Hacking, Psionics 


